ABSTRACT

In modern era to produce a more rapidly, smarter, enhanced position of individual. Current systems are preventing that from happening. Continuous education system will be unleashed with the advent of a standardized rapid courseware-builder and a single point global distribution system. The article focuses on the crucial position of teacher similarly training and offers with lifestyles-long learning, career improvement and professional requirements for instructors. Teacher training refers back to the policies and techniques created to equip teachers with the abilities, revel in, attitudes they require to carry out their obligations efficiently in the school room and school. But is it sufficient nowadays to be simply a great instructor? Does teacher need further training? How do instructors see the effect of the lifestyles-lengthy gaining knowledge of in actual faculty?
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Introduction

Within few years a fundamental move will initiate to take place in the world of education. While many people are making predictions about the direction that education systems are headed no doubt education is the finest asset of any county, however regrettably hidden and underestimated. The pleasant training and funding into it, is a critical factor inside the improvement and competitiveness of every country and educational system. The Programme statement of the Government of the Slovak Republic for years 2010-2014 in the part of education and schooling, mentions: “The Government is fully aware that the precondition for enhancing high-quality in training is to exchange the social and monetary repute of teachers, enhance their operating surroundings. The goal of the Government is to regularly reach the average teachers’ salaries at the identical level as inside the national economy.

The Government will create such reasonably priced and legislative frameworks for teachers as a great deal as feasible to obtain the expert and moral preconditions for overall performance of this tough career. The Government will guide the educational programs for instructors……”

The theory says that teachers’ education should no longer be understood because the removal of deficiencies from initial training, however it will become a part of lifestyles-lengthy getting to know. The device of training should have a clear intention – improve career machine. If it isn't always, the non-stop schooling is random, fragmented, and not efficient and does now not have an impact on the school reform changes.

Approaching into Circumstances

Nowadays there may be a situation which requires from each instructor being responsible for their own
career improvement within the educational system. It isn't always genuine that teacher professions an entire life job and the way he taught at the beginning of his profession continue to be enough for all his expert lifestyles. The continuous education is a part of lifelong training). In the Conclusions of the European Council on enhancing the fine of teacher training, ministers accountable for education agreed among other matters, that teachers should:

- Acquire instructive and pedagogical talents as well as expert of their subjects,
- Have access to powerful early career help programmes in the starting in their profession,
- Have sufficient incentives throughout their careers to check their studying needs and to gather new information, competencies and competences,
- Be able to educate key competences and to train efficiently in heterogeneous lessons,
- Engage in reflective exercise and research,
- Be self sufficient beginners of their own profession-lengthy professional improvement (International Review, 2010).

However, now not all teachers perceive the difficulty of further education as a concern in their non-public and expert improvement. Teachers may be categorised into companies consistent with their get entry to to the in addition schooling (Seddon, T (1997) Education):

- Teachers who do not want to train themselves - a big amount of tutorial changes they cannot accurately applied in teaching system and that they lose their interest in the similarly education.
- A instructor who desires to be educated, however cannot - The further training is based totally on voluntary and motivation. For many instructors isn't feasible to attend the instructional guides and seminars all through operating hours. The loss of time and the dearth of facts about academic sports is some other element.
- Teachers who're inquisitive about the in addition education.

The in addition teacher schooling is realized via those instructional kinds:

- Self-gaining knowledge of
- Continuing Schooling
- The sports related to the execution of instructional and professional activities.

Continuing training is found out through:

- Adaptation schooling- is geared toward obtaining the professional abilities for beginning teachers and professional personnel. It generally takes 1 yr. For this training type they do not acquire credits.
- Update education- it ensures a mediation of real facts, deepening and expansion of pedagogical and vocational information and skills. Teachers acquire the credit for this form of education.
- Innovation schooling enhancing of pedagogical and vocational talents. They receive the credits.
- Specialized training improving of competencies in specialized regions. They get hold of the credit.
- Operation education- is aimed at improving of control activities. Teachers do not acquire the credit.
- Qualification training finishing touch or fulfillment the qualification degree for coaching different topics. Teachers get hold of the credits.

The teacher who is most effective sits and collects the credits does no longer necessarily enhance his professionalism. On the only hand, accumulating the credits and growing the instructional expenses automatically reduce the fine of teaching. The head teachers see how teacher works at some point of the 12 months in a classroom, they have got remarks from scholars, college students, dad and mom and they see the work consequences.

**Observable fact or Responsibility**

Within the interviews we realized at the vocational faculty there were extra terrible attitudes then high qualities. The intention of those interviews was now not to supply generalized effects applicable to pedagogical populations but best to illuminate some emerging insights at this trouble. The instructors understand as a main trouble in inconsistency and ineffectiveness of the similarly education via the credit device. The seminars and the workshops do no longer bring new data which is needed and do now not shift ahead them within the professional and vocational regions. By the participation at the seminars and the workshops they robotically assume extra earnings what isn't always regularly sensible.

The educators are often simplest theorists and do now not have a reference to exercise .The next hassle they have got noticed is the dearth of time. The seminars and workshops are accomplished for the duration of running hours .The head teachers do not need to release the teachers from teaching and a vicious circle is right here. When? In the afternoon or on the
weekends? In the afternoon hours they put together new lectures, curriculum contents and that they have lots of paperwork. Many of them are disenchanted from truth that receiving the credit is not approximately the quality but most effective about quantity. The most of them even do now not apprehend. The older teachers are not interested in training; they do not have a motive and a purpose. In interviews frequently resounded how lots does it price? Does someone calculate the fees for participation at the seminars and the allowances for substituted teachers?

But now not all evaluations have been simplest terrible. Teachers understand the need of the in addition education. However, they want to perceive the in addition education because of their internal motivation and own needs. The in addition education ought to be duty however with a positive mirrored image and gain. The credits and cash aren't motivation (Young, M (1995). Teachers have continually had an obligation to teach themselves but never for the credit, for his or her own want and pride most effective; in languages, in ICT, in new capabilities, competences, understanding.

Discussion and Conclusion

So, how to discover the high-quality answer for instructors and for society pleasure also? The answer is to create professional standards for instructors. The expert requirements describe what teachers need to understand, understand and that allows you to in addition to offering course and structure to beautify the coaching, aid and improvement of teachers. The requirements ought to benefit to instructors, college students and head instructors as nicely (Young, M (1995). Standards contribute to the professionalization of coaching and raise the repute of this career.
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